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and trends

Claimed Geodetic Tie Between Hemisphere 

Would Be of ICBM Targeting Significance 


.A p<~,pe-r by Alla Masevich of the Astl'onomical Council of the Soviet 
Academy of Sciences which w·as ·-deli,vt: r ed ,in Pans. in late May said that 
simultant:ous optical' t'rackir)g bf-the· US's Echo satellites by stations in 
Hav ana and Cairo had indicated that a shift of plus or minus 50 meters is 
needed to tif! North American geodetic datum stations to Eurasian stations. 

This is the first indication by the Soviets that they have made such a 
tie. Such an achit>vement could be significant from an fC:BM targeting stand
point. sine~ it might allow accurate de-termination of'd.istanc.es between launch 
~ites in one hemisphere and targets in the other. ::.. 

But Mrs. Ma.scvich must hav~ erred .when she referred to simultaneous 
tracking of £cho satellites from Havaroa and Cairo. The· ol-bits t>£ Echo [nor 
Echo 1I are not high enough fo:r them to be observed simultaneously in both 
cities. ·However , the Pageos satelli-te , which is in an orbit ·of about 23qo n . m., 
could have been tracked visually in both places, 

A nother possibility is that the tit: could have been established by .radar 
tracking. However . Ma~evich, ~ho directs the Soviet optical trac.ldng net
work,normally is a.s sociated V:.itlt <>ptical rather than electronic systems; her 
paper. for instance . al11ided only to optical tracking of sate llitf.:s . 
{CIA) . 

. iC.ONFil)EllTIAL) 

Apparent Reece Satellite Launch from . 

Plesetsk on 1 September is a Failure 


A spacecr<~:ft l,aunch.ed from the Pleset.sk space and missile co,tnplex 
just south oi Arkhangel, USSR , failed to achieve orbit when its.-third stage 
malfunctioned. this vehicle wa.li a photo 
recon.naissanciil satellite launched by the SL-4 propulsion syst~m. which con
sists of the SS-6 ICBM and a heavy Vcni'k thh:d stage. 

This is the thfrd known Soviet recce' satellite failu rc this yo:ar, all of 
them oc.curring since ~id-June. Two such failur es per year have been normal. 
(NORA D) 
tSECR:E'f) - 5
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secret ~ 
Moscow Rumors Serve to Conceal True 
Nature of Orbital Bombardment Tests 

-~~~~------------------------------~----------uwx-:..

nrnformed" Moscow sources are being quoted in som.e sectors of the 
Western press as saying that Cosmos 170 and Cosmos 171 (la'l.ln<:hed 31 July 
a.nd 8 August) were testing new parachute gear for manned space flights. The 
spaceflight tests were said to have been conducted after three months of ground 
tests to determine and remedy the cause of the parachute failure which re
portedly killed Cosmonaut Kornarov at the end of the Soyuz 1 mission in April. 
All this testing, it was· further said, was related to Soviet anxiety to launch at 
least one more cosnlOnaut on or before the 7 November celebrations. 

The 11 informed'' sources a.re probably correct when they say that the 
Soviets a.re anxious to launch one or more cosmonauts before 7 November, but 
they are either uninformed or are deliberately trying to; misinform the Western 
public when they say that Cosmoses 170 and 171 tested pal'achute gear for a 
Soyuz-type sat.ellite. These two C'Taft~ which wer~ de - orbited after only one 
revolution, were the lOth and 11th tests of an orbital bombardment system. 
They were injected into orbits much lower than that of Soyuz _1, and their re
(;'ntry angles were very much steeper; any data on parachute-gear operation 
gain<!d from these two flights w.ould be invalid .for a Soyuz-trpe operation. Much 
more valid data could have been obtained during de-orbit and re-entry oi the 
five Soviet Cosmos-series reconnaissa:nce vehicles whic:hhave been recovered 
since Komarov' s flight. Their orbital parameters were fairly similar to those 
of Soyuz l. 
(CIA) 
(SECRET) 

Apparent Molniya-Type Payload, Failing to 
Function Proper·ly, is Named Cosmos 174 

Soviet spacecraft Cosmo.s 174 was launched from Tyu:rata1n at about 
08002, 31 August~ All four stage~ :....- the SS-6 bo()ster - sustain<!r, the Veni'k 
thir,d stage, a.nd the fourth 1!interplcme,tary1 

' stage -- operated properly, in
jecting the vehicle into a highly eccentric orbit~ TASS announced its Ol"bita.l 
parameters as follows: 

Equatorial inclinatia.n 64. 5 degrees 
Period ll hours, 55 minute9 
Apogee 39, 750 km (2.1, 400 n. m.) 
Perigee. 500 km (2.69 n. ro.} 

Although these paramete.rs are highly reminiscent of those of the 
Molniya conununications-rela ·. satellites, the new craft has not been behavin 
like one. 

The Soviets probably gave it the generic na.mc Cosmos, 
portraying its mission as research of the space environment, to conceal 
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secret .!till~~------------------~~. · 
e failu re of the vehicle1s primary mission. 

C osmos l 74's time of launch wa s such that it was n ot compatible for 
joi,nt operations with .the 5th Molniya, the Soviets 1 only ¢tu·:rent1y active mem
ber of the Molniya. series ; this suggests that the new satellite, had it been 

·. succ essful, would have replaced rather than supplemented the 5th Molniya . 
In view of the wide publicity which the Soviets have given to thei r p lans 

to relay T V coverag e of the 7 Novep:tber Moscow celebrations o'f the 50th 
Armive r,sar y of the Bolshevik Revolution via communications s(().tellite and the 
assoc iat ed rr orbitall ground statiqQs, it can be expected with a high degree oi 
confidence that the Soviets will try to launch another Molniya - t ype satellite 
befo r e 7 November. 
(NOR AD) 
(gEGRET) 
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